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Not installing the best antivirus software for 2020 is quite like hanging around the bad side of your city with a big sign saying: I wear a lot of cash and I'm not very good at fighting - it's a question of when not if the trouble comes to your digital door. Virus protection remains a particular problem for Windows, as the number of users alone
makes Windows an enticing target. Nevertheless, macOS users should also not ignore the benefits of good antivirus protection, even if Apple has a strong security record. Black Friday early deals are live: here are our picks! You may think you're wise enough to notice malware or a virus threat at a distance, but you wouldn't be so sure:
these threats are constantly evolving, and the best way to make sure your computer doesn't get harm is an ever-evolving antivirus tool. While these tools are called antivirus programs, they actually protect against many online threats, including ransomware, keyloggers, spambots, clickjackers and more. The good news is that in some
cases they won't cost you too much or even anything. To choose the best antivirus software for 2020, we took into account a variety of factors – they include price, our own software experience and excellent tests and reports prepared by AV Comparatives. (Video credit: Norton) The best antivirus program to block multiple threatsNorton is
one of the most famous names in computer security software, and its Norton 360 toolkit continues to impress – deluxe edition you all need antivirus protection, covering real-time threats, identity theft, ransomware and more. You'll also get parental control software and an integrated VPN built in as well. Then it is comprehensive, but it is
also effective: Norton always greatly appreciates independent tests when it comes to detecting and eliminating threats. If we were particularly critical, you would say that the interface was not the easiest to navigate, and scans can slow down the systems a little, but it is a slight annoyance at what is otherwise a comprehensive fantastic
package. (Video credit: AVG) The best antivirus software, if you do not want to pay anythingTransverse for a free antivirus program is not always the right choice, because paid products often give you more detailed protection, but you do not need to worry about the free permission of AVG Antivirus - it has been effectively protecting
computers and mobile devices for many years and has a very capable threat detection system that protects you around the clock. AVG Free Antivirus dig deep into your system to cover your browser, your email account, your download queue and more in addition (if anything, it tries to do too much, but you can dial back your efforts). a
friendly, easy-to-use interface that lets you know that everything is going smoothly (or otherwise), and it's worth your attention. (Image credit: Bitdefender) Bitdefender is another name that is around the internet security scene forever, and its longevity indicates that it is a brand to be trusted. The latest Internet Security package combines a
smart and fast virus barrier, as well as an easy interface that won't stop your computer from scanning the background. You get a lot without (highly effective) malware and virus protection - VPN component, social network security, parental control, secure password manager, secure file shredder for sensitive data, smart laptop battery
driver, and even simple webcam protection to keep the security bit bar above the lens. (Video credit: F-Secure) Strong antivirus protection with add-onsYou can rely on F-Secure Safe to ensure strong system security, intuitive interface in all of its applications, and several features that you may not have understood that you need, such as a
browser scanner that ensures that the banking sites you connect to are actually secure banking sites. It's a really comprehensive package, and it's also highly rated in the AVC 2020 tests. While client applications aren't the fastest or most polished we've ever come across, they certainly won't get in the way of running in the background
while you get on with the rest of the day. There is no free tier when it comes to F-Secure Safe, but you can test the software for 30 days without paying or entering any credit card details. (Image credit: Avira) We're big fans of Avira products, and it's very nice indeed in the latest AVC tests (see above). There are various Avira packages,
but Antivirus Pro is a good choice for combining excellent security with value for money – you can specify how many devices you want to protect and how much time you buy, potentially saving money. Avira software is not only very reliable, but also elegantly arranged and easy to use, giving you peace of mind when it comes to browsing
and e-mail. The software also connects to the central malware threat database collected from users around the world, so you know you'll be safe when it comes to the latest online threats. (Video credit: Panda) Reliable free antivirus solutionPanda takes an interesting approach to virus scanning, doing most of the work on its servers,
which can lead to a number of crackling feats about which the average computer can only dream about. Therefore, you are at the mercy of your Internet connection speed, but this also means that your computer does not do any heavy lifting and that your software is always up to date. The detection rates that Panda Free Antivirus
achieves are very impressive - otherwise it wouldn't be on our list of the best antivirus software of 2020 - and the software you get is fast. It's the pricing that can be the most attractive, and if you decide that you like it, you can pay charge for some useful additional features (e.g. usb drive scanning). As the name suggests, Kaspersky
Internet Security protects protects against everything bad online, and we do it all – although no security program can guarantee a 100 percent success rate all the time from everything, present and future, Kaspersky packages manage to get pretty close, and this is the middle range of its current line-up. While browsing, you'll get
protection, email protection, banking protection, video call protection, and more. Better yet, the interface is easy for everyone to master. You don't get password management and parental controls here though – try Kaspersky Total Security for these features. (Video credit: Avast) A compelling reason not to pay for antivirus protectionOther
leading free antivirus software in the market Avast Free Antivirus has a lot of clever tricks on its sleeve – just like how it tracks any strange behavior from your installers, the way it checks the cloud database for any unrecognized threats, and how it alerts you to potentially unsafe passwords. Did we mention that it is free? Avast also offers
several paid options if you want to mix your defense, but the free option for many users will be absolutely appropriate and will not cost you anything. In addition, the software is easy enough not to interfere with any of your daily computing tasks, so there is no system slowdown. (Image credit: Eset) Eset is perhaps not as well known as
some other security companies here, but don't let that keep you off your rather great antivirus package. Eset Internet Security is affordable, competent and highly effective when it comes to maintaining viruses and other nasties from the computer(s), always scoring a wide variety of independent tests. In addition to the usual computer
protection, Eset Internet Security also protects threats to your online banking, webcam, smart home devices, and more. You can choose how many devices you want to protect, and how long you want to sign up, and the price to pay changes accordingly (this is very welcome if you value flexibility). (Video credit: Trend Micro) Trend Micro
is a company that has been around the security unit once or twice, so you can rely on its Internet Security package to keep you and your devices safe. When you go around the web, it will protect you (and your children) from a variety of threats, including ransomware and phishing emails, as well as standard viruses and malware. In
addition to the excellent detection engine, Trend Micro Internet Security has some useful tools to optimize your social media privacy settings, block the transfer of sensitive data (such as phone or credit card number), and identify benign but unnecessary files that you can safely delete from your computer without damaging it. Get yourself a
physical security system as well do you have a family member constantly clicking on a link they really shouldn't be? Perhaps you watched Mr Robot and has since become careful about the fragile safety of your computer. In any case, you may be wondering how to protect yourself from malicious viruses and software, such as Trojan
horses and ad apps, that can cost you money and, more importantly, your security. The number of devices connected to the Internet per household is increasing and without sufficient protection, devices and private data are more vulnerable than ever before. Antivirus software usually does a few work, but it is primarily tasked with
preventing malicious attacks and detecting and eliminating threats. Usually a higher price tag means more features, but that's not always the case. You already know what you're looking for? Click here for offers and discounts for antivirus software. We further compared entry-level products from major personal antivirus software providers.
We have done our best to compare the most similar products from each provider, taking into account the price, number of users and the added features, although it should be noted that there are many more options. Norton Security Premium $54.99 for 10 Android smartphones and iPhone included a free 30-day trial total security $59.99
for 5 Android smartphones and iPhone included a free 30-day trial version of the most popular AV results for laboratory tests protections Cheaper than AVG and includes more devices mobile coverage at no extra cost does not offer all, that much of iOS is a big price hike way for multi-device coverage This low-tier plan offers a myriad of
features and powerful antivirus software for all devices. The most popular AV lab test results for the $59.99 package include anti-phishing AV Lab tests returned for 0 false detections. Not the most user-friendly. Some great features are hidden. Kaspersky antivirus software offers almost infallible virus detection and some neat additional
features that its competitors do not offer, although its interface and sometimes complex menus can frustrate newcomers. Although antivirus is a more commonly used term, the virus is actually a specific type of malware. Malware is a general term that describes different types of harmful code, and the virus is a malware designed to
duplicate itself and spread as much as it can - hence the name, the virus. There are other types of malware, such as Trojans, worms, spyware, and ad programs. Has this content been useful to you? GraphicAudio Review Take your audiobook game up a notch to movie-level productions, complete with sound effects - and no monthly
subscription fees. McAfee Review McAfee offers a wide range of security and security services for computers, tablets and mobile phones. Avast reviews Cloud-based endpoint protection for large and small businesses. Small.
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